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our web:
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MCLAND

rollandcomb.garland

www.garland.es

Roll & Comb is the best solution
for artificial grass.
It was designed and developed
from scratch by Garland, in a
moment where a new need arises
for our society.
From this need, its creator, Lisardo
Carballal, in 2003
thought of the definitive solution
for all users of artificial grass.

A trend that, for
lawn mower manufacturers like
us,it was new and risky.

However, we broke the
barriers and we understood that
our users had new needs that
Garland has worked to solve
successfully. We got down to
work to design the “perfect” tool
encouraged by the support of our
trusted clients, both national and
international
But we went further:
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Lifting and combing the
artificial grass was vital
and not just its
sweeping
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We detected a new
need and we started
to dream up with a
solution.
13

2014

2015

We started working
on the first
prototypes and in
2015 the first
Roll & Comb went
on sale.

2017

The brand is
patented and the
Roll & Comb concept
is born as we know
it today.

2018

2019

In 2018 our first
gasoline model
was developed
and in 2018 the
first battery model.

2020

2023

We launched our
latest battery-powered
model with collection
bag.
To this day we continue
to innovate and grow
with you

Factors such as the need for
water and saving time have
marked the trend of
new green spaces and the rise of
artificial grass gardens.

In 2014 we came up with the
formula to develop our first prototype and at that moment the Roll
& Comb 141 E was born:
An electric brush that sweeps,
combs and revitalizes the hair of
the lawn to perfection.

We put in your
hands a system
unique and innovative

Then we saw the need to also offer the collection function and provide the
“complete solution” by creating the Roll & Comb 502 E that same year.

What made our Roll & Comb unique? Its innovative, world-patented spiral
brush, which was designed exclusively with artificial grass in mind.
We had created something never seen before.
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This revolutionary invention did not stop there, we continued to design
improvements aimed at comfort and ergonomics such as the collection
bag, working depth, inclusion of models with
different energy sources to suit all user needs. A constant evolution of
models that to this day has not ended yet.
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#EnjoyRoll&Comb

BATTERY
Feel the freedom of movement!
If you don’t want limits when working in
your garden, the battery-powered
Roll & Comb will give you the autonomy
you need.

Powerful, comfortable and ergonomic

Power for large areas
and intensive jobs

We have 3 high-power electric models to
carry out the most intensive tasks.

If you need to work in large gardens,
our Roll & Comb with 4 strokes engine is
the solution for intensive work
with a perfect result.

ELECTRIC

GASOLINE
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Discover the complete range of Roll & Comb, made up of 6 different models

Each of them is unique and perfect for each task.
Get to know them and choose your perfect ally. You can find
details on our website: www.rollandcomb.com

Roll & Comb: much more than you imagine!
SWEEPS

COLLECTS

COMBS

CLEANS

Discover its functions and revolutionize your garden
Total cleanliness: With its innovative spiral
brush, it thoroughly cleans all types of
dirt accumulated between your
artificial grass hair: leaves, pet hair, dirt, pine
needles, confetti, moss, and
other residues that can accumulate.

Sweep and comb: Roll & comb
not only cleans, it sweeps and
lifts the hair giving it back its
natural look. Revitalize your
grass leaving it as the first day:
soft, alive and impeccable.

Collect: If you also want to forget about collecting waste
we have models that also absorb and collect the
waste in your collection bag.
Complete all tasks with a single machine.
Enjoy your garden without worrying about its
maintenance!

Save time and effort with Roll & Comb

FOR SMALL SURFACES

ROLL&COMB 141W

Charly, Spain

(59-0006)

Apart from cleaning all kinds of
dirt hidden between the hairs
of the lawn, it also leaves the
lawn as the first day!
It really is awonderful,
very easy to use.

If you are looking for freedom of movement, our Roll & Comb
141W is your perfect model.
With its low weight (4.8 kg) and its adjustable handlebar
you will be able to move without complications, which will
make the work much more comfortable and efficient.
Clean and comb your garden with Roll & Comb.
It is also easy to transport and store and has a working
width of 40 cm.

Total autonomy,
without cables

< 75 m2

18 V
2 Ah

Maintaining your
artificial grass is easier
than you think.
Discover how to use
the Roll & Comb 141 W
in the following video.

Access all
the corners of
your garden
easily

47
42 29

€ 201

(Includes charger and battery)

5,5 kg

ROLL&COMB 141E

Tom, UK

(59-0009)

The electric broom is
excellent for removing all
leaves and dog hair from the
lawn. It also helps to
keep the grass straight as
I wanted.
Very happy with the electric
broom so far.

If you are looking for a comber-sweeper to take care of
your small artificial grass, we present our
Roll & Comb 141E, the ultimate solution.
Its low weight (4.8 kg) and its design with adjustable
handlebar
facilitates use and correct working position.
It has a working width of 40 cm, accesses all corners and
lifts the fibers to recover the volume of the grass.

< 75 m2

Maximum efficiency
with the spiral bristle
brush!
The best option to
comb your artificial
lawn.

Compact,
light and easy
to store

Watch the next video.

47
42 29

5,5 kg

€ 145

FOR MEDIUM SIZED SURFACES

ROLL&COMB 302W

Cecilia, Spain
I have artificial grass
with many pine trees. It was very
difficult to keep it clean and with this
model it has solved my problem. In a
moment it sweeps everything up and
leaves it clean. Effortless and,
it is very easy to handle!!!

(59-0015)

I recommend it 100%

If you are looking for total cleaning, the Roll & Comb 302W
is your machine.
In addition to cleaning, sweeping and combing, it collects
all debris in your cloth bag in one go.
Among the advantages of this model is its freedom of
movements (thanks to its lithium-ion battery)
and its low weight (8.5 kg).

50-350 M2

40 V
4 Ah

Its revolutionary swing arm handlebar allows
effortless work with one hand. It also has an
adjustable height to choose the intensity.
Discover the
advantages of our
latest
model in the
next video.

30L

27,5
55 46

(Includes charger and battery)

8 414218 096519

€ 335

10,5 kg

Ergonomic handlebar
and without cables
for greater comfort

Swing arm and
adjustable height
for more
comfort

ROLL&COMB 302E

No name. Spain

(59-0010)

Easy to assemble and use.
I have used it to sweep the
silica dirt that I put on the
artificial grass with a
very acceptable result.
The price responds to the
quality of its results.

With the Roll & Comb 302E you can clean moss,
leaves, pine needles and other debris from the lawn
while combing and lifting the fibers.

50-350 M

2

Collect
easily
thanks to your
collecting bag
cloth

And all this with just one hand!
Its revolutionary swing arm handlebar, along with
its low weight (9 kg) allows effortless work.
It also has an adjustable height to choose the
combing intensity and cloth bag for waste collection.

25L

Find out how
ourRoll & Comb 302 E
works and
artificial grass premieres
every day.

33
55 45

10 kg

€ 213

FOR LARGE EXTENSIONS

José, Spain
Once you purchase your
artificial lawn, you should also
purchase this machine if you
want your lawn unsquashed.

ROLL&COMB 602QG

This machine really works.

(59-0013)

What it offers is true!

Our Roll & Comb 602 QG model is ideal for
large gardens in need of significant maintenance work.
With its great power you will finish
in a moment!
Designed for professionals, restaurants and hotels that
need to clean large areas of artificial grass.
Its brush design and the power of the motor allow the
perfect cleaning of artificial grass in one pass.

LARGE
EXTENSIONS

It is a resistant machine weighing 32 kg, suitable for
intensive use thanks to its OHV engine and its steel chassis
with centralized height adjustment. It has a folding
handlebar without tools for greater comfort.
Watch how to revitalize your
artificial lawn
Pay attention to the following
video.

45L

63
65 58

€ 459

36 kg
Perfect for
intensive
use

Fernando, Spain
Our most powerful
and versatile electric
solution

I have a good extension of
artificial grass full of pine needles,
very annoying and dangerous if you
want to go barefoot.

ROLL&COMB 502E
(59-0008)

Easy and quick collection,
ergonomic and comfortable.
Highly reccomended

150-450 m2

Discover our Roll & Comb 502 E, one of our
more powerful models to clean your artificial grass.
It has a collection bag to facilitate your task and a great
power that will help you to increase the speed of work.
Its brushing system sends the waste to the rear bag.
It weighs 15.6 kg and has working height adjustment to
adjust the intensity of the sweep.
Cleaning the garden has never been so easy!

Regulate the height
of work according to
your needs

40L

If you dream of having
always ready
your artificial grass,
Roll & Comb
will be your best
ally.
Find out in the
next video.

32
67 52

17,9 kg

€ 257

INTERVIEW WITH:

“As if you had a new lawn after use”

CRISTINA USÓ
(HOME IMPROVEMENT/ DECORATION / GARDEN)

cristina_uso@hotmail.com

@decovlc

How was your first contact
with Roll & Comb?

Why did you decide to buy a
Roll & Comb?

Our first contact with Garland
was two years ago.

We decided to acquire the 302E
because we needed one
machine that cleans and combs
at the same time and saves us
work in the garden. We have an
100 m2 garden which means
spending time if you want to see
it clean and groomed.
The difference with the 141 E is
that it has a 25 liter collection
bag.

When we decided to purchase
the Roll & Comb 141E.
We had seen many videos of
how it worked and it was a very
useful tool for our artificial grass.
It helps us clean the lawn of pine
needles, leaves and other debris
that winter brings to our garden.
Best of all, it is lightweight, it has
an adjustable handlebar, which
makes it easy to use, and it is
very easy to transport and store.

In this way we just have to empty
it when we finish cleaning
our lawn.
Who would you reccomend
the machine to?

I would recommend it to any
user who has an artificial garden.
For example, I would
recommend Roll & Comb 141E
for gardens with a surface area
of less than 20 m2 and when you
have a larger surface, I would
recommend Roll & Comb 302 E.

“With a lot of power, intuitive, practical,
handy, stores easily, easy to
use and clean.
We would mainly highlight how it lifts the
fiber from the grass and the cleanliness you
get after use “

What benefits has it brought to you
in your day to day?

Especially the time that we save and can dedicate
to other things while our garden is clean.
Previously we had to use
manual brushes which did not
meet our expectations.
We had tried different options and
none left the grass clean and groomed.

Be alert to the
contests that we have
prepared on social
networks.

Participate!

Have you ever used a product similar to
Roll & Comb 302E?

Yes, previously as I have commented
we had tested the Roll & Comb 141E which has
the function of sweeper and comber with which
we were very happy and we will continue to
maintain it to carry out work on the
edges.
The two complement each other perfectly.
What do you think of the evolution of the Roll &
Comb with the inclusion of collection bag?

We love it, I think its evolution is perfect
since the inclusion of the collection bag makes
everything much easier and more practical.
In half an hour we have our garden ready
to enjoy it.

“The lifting of the fiber and the cleaning
that we have achieved is unbeatable.
We clean with the Roll & Comb once a
week and we ensure that the lawn is
freshly installed all the time and also
clean. “

LIVE THE ROLL & COMB EXPERIENCE
The Roll & Comb experience does not end with the purchase. Join our
online community and social networks to continue discovering tricks,
news and share experiences with others.
Attention to our publications and contests, both on social networks and in your
trusted store. Roll & Comb will not stop surprising you.

PRODUCTOS_MCLAND
GARLAND_ESP
GARLAND ESPAÑA
@GARLAND_ESP

@GARLAND.ESP
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We look forward to your experience. Do you want to join us?

JOIN THE

ROLL & COMB
FAMILY

New artificial grass every day!
For any need and learning you can
access from anywhere and at any
moment to all the exclusive content of our website
and YouTube channel:

YOUTUBE
You will find video tutorials, machine
assemblies and maintenance tips so that you
can optimize your machine to the maximum.

¡SUSCRIBE!

We are in the 5 continents
Meet our international distributors!

Do not forget the protective accessories
and maintenance that will help you take
care of you and your machine as you both
deserve

ROLL&COMB KEEPS ON GROWING
What will we find soon?

Multipurpose Gloves
(Made of leather with spandex
back and velcro closure)

Garlube 4 Strokes
(Available in 5 liter, 2 liter and
0.6 liter recipients)

Enter www.recaball.com
and get yours

Our adventure does not end here.
We continue working on new models and solutions
Valid from May 15
until October 31, 2021

